SEMIoTICS Status

The main highlights in the context of SEMIoTICS during the last 8 months (October 2018 - May 2019), can be summarized as follows:

- The 3rd SEMIoTICS F2F meeting took place in Barcelona, Spain in November 2018.

- SEMIoTICS was presented in Mobile World Congress 2019 that took place in Barcelona.

- The 4th SEMIoTICS F2F meeting took place in Warsaw, Poland in April 2019.

- SEMIoTICS was presented by SIEMENS in conferences’ Keynote Speeches

- SEMIoTICS organizes a Special Session in IEEE CAMAD 2019
The 3rd SEMIoTICS F2F meeting was successfully held on November 27-28, 2018 at Barcelona, Spain. During the meeting, the current status of the running work packages was discussed, including also the next steps.

The 4th SEMIoTICS F2F meeting took place on April 2-3, 2019 at Warsaw, Poland, where the project developments were discussed in detail.

SEMIoTICS organizes a dedicated Special Session during IEEE CAMAD 2019 conference in Limassol, Cyprus (11-13 September 2019).

IEEE CAMAD 2019 will bring together a diverse group of scientists, engineers, manufacturers and providers to exchange and share their experiences and new ideas focusing on research and innovation results in the 5G domain.

SEMIoTICS Dissemination Activities

**Keynote Speeches**

SEMIoTICS was presented during the Keynote Speech of Dr. Arne Bröring (SIEMENS) in CKI conference on April 4th, 2019 (Munich, Germany).

In addition, Dr. Bröring presented SEMIoTICS during his Keynote Speech in the Workshop: Challenges of Trust, Interoperability and Autonomy in Industry 4.0 that took place on April 12th at Bad Füssing, Germany.

**Mobile World Congress 2019**

CTTC, IQUADRAT and FORTH demonstrated the SEMIoTICS IoT gateway and Backend System based on OpenStack for remote monitoring and actuation in MWC19.
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SEMIoTICS in Social Media

SEMIoTICS is present in:

Please follow us @semiotics.eu to keep up to date with the project progress!